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ABSTRACT
A fundamental prediction of the cold dark matter cosmology is the existence of a
large number of dark subhalos around galaxies, most of which should be entirely
devoid of stars. Confirming the existence of dark substructures stands among the most
important empirical challenges in modern cosmology: if they are found and quantified
with the mass spectrum expected, then this would close the door on a vast array
of competing theories. But in order for observational programs of this kind to reach
fruition, we need robust predictions. Here we explore substructure predictions for
lensing using galaxy lens-like hosts at z = 0.2 from the Illustris simulations both in
full hydrodynamics and dark matter only. We quantify substructures more massive
than ∼ 109 M, comparable to current lensing detections derived from HST, Keck,
and ALMA. The addition of full hydrodynamics reduces the overall subhalo mass
function by about a factor of two. Even for the dark matter only runs, most (∼ 85%)
lines of sight through projected cylinders of size close to an Einstein radius contain
no substructures larger than 109 M. The fraction of empty sight lines rises to ∼
95% in full physics simulations. This suggests we will likely need hundreds of strong
lensing systems suitable for substructure studies, as well as predictions that include the
effects of baryon physics on substructure, to properly constrain cosmological models.
Fortunately, the field is poised to fulfill these requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One key prediction of the current paradigm of galaxy for-
mation is that there should be some dark matter halo mass
below which galaxies are unable to form (Klypin et al. 1999;
Moore et al. 1999; Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). For ex-
ample, if the (cold) dark matter particle is a neutralino, then
substructure should exist down to masses of order 10−6 M,
depending on details of the model (Green et al. 2004). The
halo mass at which galaxy formation is cut off should be
many orders of magnitude higher than this. The specific
cutoff scale depends on the complicated interplay between
gas cooling and heating by an ultraviolet background but
current estimates suggest that the mass scale is between 108
and 109 M (Efstathiou 1992; Bullock et al. 2000; Bovill
? e-mail: agraus@uci.edu
& Ricotti 2009; Sawala et al. 2016b; On˜orbe et al. 2016).
The implication is that if Cold Dark Matter (CDM) is the
correct model, there should be numerous small dark matter
halos with no galactic counterparts. As there is currently no
detection of a dark matter particle the presence of such dark
halos is a great way to constrain dark matter models.
Low-mass dark halos that exist within the virial radius
of larger halos are known as subhalos and many techniques
have been proposed to detect them. These include searches
for gaps or other features in stellar streams in the Galactic
halo (Johnston et al. 2002; Ibata et al. 2002; Carlberg 2009;
Bovy et al. 2016), and via the detection of products in the
annihilation of dark matter particles into standard model
particles (Kuhlen et al. 2008; Ng et al. 2014; Sa´nchez-Conde
et al. 2011). One additional promising avenue for detecting
dark substructure is from strong lensing (Mao & Schneider
1998; Metcalf & Madau 2001; Dalal & Kochanek 2002).
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The detection dark substructure via lensing is in prin-
ciple straightforward. First, a suitably lensed object is de-
tected, the foreground lens is modeled with a smooth poten-
tial for the host galaxy, and then perturbations are added to
the foreground lens model in the form of potentials of pos-
sible dark matter substructure. Several systems have been
analyzed with the hopes of detecting a subhalo, resulting
in the detection of dark matter substructure at the ∼ 109
M mass scale for galaxy-galaxy lensing (Vegetti et al. 2012;
Hezaveh et al. 2016), and ∼ 107.5 M from quasar flux ratio
anomalies (Nierenberg et al. 2014). This has allowed the au-
thors to put constraints on the subhalo mass function and
the fraction of mass that is in substructure. With current
technology these methods could push down even further to
M600 ∼ 107 M, however no structures that small have been
detected (Nierenberg et al. 2017).
The field of substructure lensing is intriguing because
there is great potential in the near future for a substan-
tial increase in the number of lenses and the ability to de-
tect smaller objects. The Dark Energy Survey (DES), LSST,
Euclid, and WFIRST will lead to an enormous increase in
the number of lensing systems appropriate for looking for
dark substructure. As an example, Collett (2015) estimates
that DES, LSST and EUCLID will potentially discover 2400,
120,000 and 170,000 galaxy-galaxy lensing systems respec-
tively. Currently, ALMA has the capability to detect very
small substructure, potentially probing subhalo masses of
106 M (Hezaveh et al. 2016). Furthermore, JWST will al-
low for detections at (' 107 M) in halo mass, based on
quasar flux ratio anomalies (MacLeod et al. 2013). However,
without accurate predictions for what is expected within
CDM, these observational constraints will never reach their
scientific fruition.
Up until just a few years ago, simulating large num-
bers of galaxies with full hydrodynamics at high resolution
was not possible. Therefore, theoretical studies of substruc-
ture lensing have used dark-matter-only simulations as their
benchmark for comparison (e.g., Vegetti et al. 2014). Recent
simulations of Milky Way type galaxies have shown that
full hydrodynamic simulations produce significantly fewer
bound substructures than their dark matter only counter-
parts (Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Wetzel et al. 2016; Zhu et al.
2016; Sawala et al. 2016a; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017),
with a factor of ∼ 2 reduction within the virial radius and
an order of magnitude fewer subhalos within ∼ 20 kpc of
the central galaxy. The primary cause appears to be the
enhanced central potential created by the host galaxy: sub-
halos get destroyed as they approach the central galaxy on
radial orbits. While this result is potentially of interest for
subhalo lensing, most of the highest resolution simulations
have been run at the Milky Way mass scale (∼ 1012 M), as
opposed to the mass scale used for substructure lensing stud-
ies which is closer to halo masses of 1013 M. Fortunately,
such simulations are just becoming feasible both in zoom-in
simualtions (Fiacconi et al. 2016) and in full box simula-
tions, such as the EAGLE simulation (Schaye et al. 2015),
and the Illustris simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014). This
allows for studies of lensing substructures in simulations
with full hydrodynamics. One example of this is Despali &
Vegetti (2016) who use the EAGLE simulation (both dark
matter only and full hydrodynamics), and Illustris hydro-
dynamics simulation to investigate predictions for subhalo
lensing. They find that hydrodynamic simulations decrease
the average expected substructure mass fractions, as would
be expected form results on the Milky Way scale.
The present paper expands upon this past work by pre-
senting the distributions of substructure mass fractions seen
in projection along many lines-of-sight to host halos in the
Illustris and Illustris-Dark simulations. We compare to the
distribution inferred from the Vegetti et al. (2014) study
as well projected substructure mass functions derived from
Hezaveh et al. (2016). We explore how the distributions
change as we go from dark matter only to full hydrodynam-
ics to illustrate both average differences between the two and
and impact of halo-to-halo scatter on expected substructure
detection probabilities.
The format of the paper is as follows. Section 2 de-
tails the Illustris simulations, our host sample, and subhalo
properties. Section 3 shows our results on substructure mass
fractions and subhalo mass functions. Section 4 explores the
implications for substructure lensing.
2 SIMULATIONS AND METHODS
We make use of the publicly available Illustris simulations
(Nelson et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2014) for this work
and adopt their cosmological parameters: Ωm = 0.2726, ΩΛ
= 0.7274, Ωb = 0.0456, σ8 = 0.809, ns = 0.963, and h =
0.704. The Illustris suite consists of three hydrodynamic and
three dark matter only (DMO) simulations of increasing res-
olution all initialized at z = 127 in a box that is 106.5 Mpc
(co-moving) on a side. We use only the highest resolution
version, Illustris-1, which has a dark matter particle mass of
mdm = 6.3 × 106 M and a gas particle mass of mgas =
1.3 × 106 M. The DMO version of Illustris-1 subsumes the
baryonic matter into the dark matter particles and thus has
a DM particle mass mdm = 7.6 × 106 M. In what follows,
when we compare dark matter halo masses from Illustris-1
to those in Illustris-1 Dark we account for the excess bary-
onic mass in the DMO run by multiplying halo masses by
(1−fb), where fb ≡ Ωb/Ωm = 0.167. This approach assumes
that the dark matter (sub)halos of interest are effectively
depleted of their baryons. For the sake of brevity, we refer
to the Illustris-1 and Illustris-1 Dark simulations as simply
“Illustris” and “Illustris Dark” below.
2.1 Host halo selection
Dark matter halos in the Illustris catalogs were derived using
a friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm with a linking length
of 0.2 times the mean inter-particle separation. After these
FoF halos were identified, SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001)
was run on them in order to identify substructures around
the host halos. For the rest of this work, we rely on two of
the halo mass measurements provided in the Illustris data
release. The first of these masses is M200, which is defined as
the total mass enclosed in a sphere of radius R200 that has a
mean density 200 times the critical density of the universe.
The second mass parameter, which we refer to as Mhalo, is
the mass that is bound to that halo but not bound to any of
its subhalos. We will also refer to halos and subhalos in terms
of their Vmax, which is the maximum circular velocity of the
halo. In our substructure analysis, we consider every subhalo
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Figure 1. Properties of the host halos of our mock lens sample taken from Illustris and Illustris Dark selected such that they are isolated
(as described in text) and that they are identified as the same halo in both Illustris and Illustris Dark. Left: M200 versus R200 for the
sample. Right: M200 versus galaxy stellar mass M? (for Illustris). The shaded histograms represent the fiducial sample, and the unfilled
histograms represent the results of reweighting the systems by σ4, reflecting the fact that systems for which a multiply lensed galaxy is
detected are biased towards larger halos (see Section 2).
within R200 of the host and usually consider only subhalos
with Mhalo > 10
9 M (with more than 130 particles) in
order to ensure completeness.
Our aim is to explore substructure in massive halos of
the type associated with strong-lens systems focusing on
the distribution of mass fractions, and substructure mass
functions. As a benchmark, we refer to the sample used
in Vegetti et al. (2014), which has an average redshift of
of 〈z〉 = 0.233 and consists of galaxies with stellar masses
M? = 10
11.45−11.95 M. Motivated by this, we focus our
study on galaxy halos in the the z = 0.2 Illustris snapshot
that host galaxies in this stellar mass range. We also make
sure that the subhalo containing the galaxy is the most mas-
sive system in its FoF group, this works as a rough isolation
criteria. We then create a matched DMO sample by using
matching files provided in the public Illustris data release
to match to Illustris Dark. This leaves us with a lens host
sample of 122 halos in both Illustris and Illustris Dark. Fig-
ure 1 shows the basic properties of our host galaxy-halo
sample, with the dark matter only halo masses corrected
by the baryon fraction (1-fb). Interestingly, even after the
hosts from Illustris Dark are corrected for the baryon frac-
tion, they still end up being slightly more massive than the
matched sample from Illustris. This may be associated with
the dynamical loss of dark matter in response to explosive
feedback episodes (Taylor et al. 2016).
Our sample of simulated galaxies covers the same stellar
mass as the Vegetti et al. (2014) lens sample, with a M200
range of 5×1012 to 4×1013 M. In terms of Vmax, this trans-
lates to halos between 300 and 700 km s−1. Note that while
our sample has been selected from the same stellar mass
range as the Vegetti et al. (2014) sample, it has a different
distribution. This is because while there are more galaxies at
smaller masses, galaxies at larger masses are more likely to
be strong lenses. In order to account for this, we weight the
distribution of galaxies by σ4, where σ is the velocity disper-
sion of halo. This is roughly how lensing strength scales with
increasing mass (Bourassa et al. 1973), and once correcting
for this effect, our distribution of stellar masses looks similar
to that from the Vegetti et al. (2014) sample. The resulting
distribution is shown in Figure 1. For the rest of this work,
we will weigh our samples by the same factor.
2.2 Subhalo selection
For the substructure, we restrict ourselves to the Illustris
subhalo catalogs. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to halos
within 2 × R200 of the host halo. It is important to note that
small halos along the line of sight to a lens could also cause
perturbations and also influence the lensing signal (Metcalf
2005; Despali et al. 2017).
One important issue concerns the definition of subhalo
mass. There are at least two separate classes of mass am-
biguity important for substructure lensing studies. The first
has to do with translating a reported subhalo mass from a
lensing analysis to a subhalo mass as measured in a simu-
lation. The second has to do with how one defines subhalo
mass in a simulation from the outset. We refer the reader
to Minor et al. (2016) for a discussion of how the shape of
the assumed perturber’s density profile affects strongly the
mapping between the mass reported for a subhalo in simula-
tions and the mass usually assumed in lensing models. The
second issue is explored in Appendix A, where we show that
different halo finders can lead to a factor of ∼ 2 differences in
subhalo mass functions derived for the same simulation. As
we move towards an era where strong lenses suitable for sub-
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 2. Median subhalo mass functions (left) and Vmax functions (right) for our host galaxy samples from Illustris (magenta) and
Illustris Dark (black). Lines show medians, with 68% shown as shaded bands. As emphasized in the lower panels, the DMO runs contain
roughly twice as many subhalos as the hydrodynamic runs.
structure constraints become more common, the community
will need to agree upon the best way to characterize subha-
los and their masses to make progress in constraining the
nature of dark matter or galaxy formation on small scales.
In this paper we adopt the subhalo masses as defined in the
primary Illustris catalog.
We note that the Illustris catalogs contain a few low-
mass items in the subhalos catalogs (about one per host)
that are fully baryon-dominated (with more than 50% of
the total mass baryonic). These unusual systems are typ-
ically found close to the central galaxy (see Appendix B)
and are potentially associated with SUBFIND identifying
part of the host galaxy as a separate galaxy subhalo. In
general, these baryon-dominated halos tend to be star par-
ticle dominated at very small radii (r < 10 kpc) and gas
dominated further out (10 kpc < r < 25 kpc). For the rest
of this analysis, we throw out any baryon-dominated subha-
los because we are interested only in prospects for detecting
actual dark matter substructure. However, it is worth not-
ing that any real clumps of gas or stars (e.g. star clusters,
tidal dwarf galaxies, or gas clouds) in the vicinity of lens
hosts could be a significant background in lensing searches
for dark substructure. Studies of this effect have estimated
the contamination to be about 10% although the specifics
depend on the lens method, and the mass of the perturber
(Hsueh et al. 2017a; Gilman et al. 2017; He et al. 2017).
3 RESULTS
The left panel of Figure 2 shows subhalo mass functions
(within R200) for our Illustris (magenta) and Illustris Dark
(black) host samples. The lines show median values and
shaded bands show 68 percentile confidence intervals. Sub-
halo masses in Illustris Dark have been scaled Mhalo →
(1 − fb)Mhalo in order to account for the baryonic mass
subsumed by the ‘dark matter’ particles in the DMO run.
The right panel of Figure 2 shows the corresponding sub-
halo Vmax functions (again with Vmax → √1− fbVmax in
the DMO runs). The full physics runs display fewer subhlaos
in both presentations. The bottom panels quantify the dif-
ference by showing the ratio of subhalo counts in the DMO
simulations to the hydrodynamic simulations. The hydrody-
namic simulations have about a factor of two fewer subhalos
at fixed subhalo mass than the DMO simulations, even after
accounting for baryonic mass loss.
What is the cause of this substructure depletion? As
seen in previous work focusing on Milky Way size halos
(Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Wetzel et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2016;
Sawala et al. 2016a; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017), the origin
appears to be subhalo interactions with the central galaxy.
Evidence for this is presented in Figure 3, which shows the
average differential number density of subhalos as a function
of radius in the DMO (black) and full physics (magenta)
samples. Here we include all subhalos more massive than
Mhalo = 10
9M. We see that not only are there fewer sub-
halos in Illustris compared to Illustris Dark, but the radial
distribution is significantly depleted in the central region.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 3. Average 3D radial distributions of dark subhalos more
massive than Mhalo = 1× 109 M in Illustris (magenta) and Il-
lustris Dark (black) as a function of radius r. Shown are averages
over all host halos in our large sample of hosts. Not only is the
overall count of subhalos reduced in the hydro runs, but their
radial distribution is less centrally concentrated. This strongly
suggests that dynamical disruption of substructure from the cen-
tral host galaxy plays a major role reducing substructure counts
compared to the DMO simulation.
There is a sharp cutoff in dark subhalo counts within r ' 20
kpc, which we attribute to interactions with the central host
galaxy. This lack of expected dark subhalos at small radius
could potentially be important for substructure lensing stud-
ies, which are sensitive to subhalos at small projected radius,
comparable to the host lens Einstein radius (typically . 10
kpc). We explore implications for lensing explicitly in the
next subsection.
3.1 Implications for subhalo lensing
Gravitational lensing studies are sensitive to the projected
mass along the line of sight near the lens plane of the
host. Substructure constraints are often quoted in terms of
the projected mass fraction in substructure (e.g. Dalal &
Kochanek 2002; Vegetti et al. 2014) or the projected subhalo
mass function (Hezaveh et al. 2016). We explore predictions
for both approaches here.
Figure 4 provides a comparison to the results of Hezaveh
et al. (2016), who report projected subhalo counts per unit
area based on their lensing analysis. For each host halo in our
Illustris and Illustris Dark sample, we construct 100 random
lines of sight and count the number of subhalos N more
massive than Mhalo = 10
9M within a projected cylinder
of radius R = 10 kpc and length L = 2 × R200 through
the halo. The fraction of lines of sight that have a given
subhalo count per unit area is shown as a histogram on the
left and cumulatively on the right, with solid black lines
corresponding to the DMO simulation and solid magenta
lines corresponding to the hydrodynamical simulation. We
see that the vast majority of sight lines in the Illustris sample
(∼ 95%) include no subhalos above our mass cut within this
projected radius. The fraction of empty sight lines drops
only slightly to ∼ 85% in the Illustris Dark sample.
The cyan bands show the reported projected subhalo
count from Hezaveh et al. (2016), where the width of the
band represents the 95% confidence interval 1. The Hezaveh
et al. (2016) range is noticeably offset from the distribution
seen in Illustris, with more substructure than would be ex-
pected along a typical sightline. Only ∼ 0.25% (∼ 1%) of the
slight lines from Illustris (Illustris Dark) are consistent with
the reported counts. One possible reason for this is that a
halo is more likely to be a strong lens if it is viewed along its
major axis towards the observer. The dashed lines in Figure
4 shows results if we restrict each halo to be viewed only
along its densest axis. With this restriction, the fraction of
sight lines consistent with the Hezaveh et al. (2016) range
increases to ∼ 2.5% (7%) and the fraction of empty cylinders
drops to ∼ 65% in Illustris and ∼ 72% in Illustris Dark. It is
important to note that while the vast majority of our sight-
lines produce no detections, the comparison to the Hezaveh
range is not an ideal one given the observational range was
based on a single detection, additionally the Hezaveh et al.
(2016) system is at a higher redshift z = 0.299, and thus
the system could not have had enough time to destroy a sig-
nificant amount of substructure. We now turn to the larger
comparison set of Vegetti et al. (2014).
Figure 5 shows a similar analysis to that presented in
Figure 4, now recast for comparison to the substructure mass
fraction results reported in the gravitational imaging anal-
ysis of 11 systems reported in Vegetti et al. (2014). We use
the same procedure as outlined in the compairison to Heza-
veh et al. (2016), however now instead of only counting the
number of subhalos detected above 109 M we explicitly
account for their masses. In order to compute the mass frac-
tions in the simulated halos, we include the total mass of all
subhalos with centers that lie within the cylinder and divide
by the mass of all particles within the cylinder. This means
that there are cases where some fraction of the subhalo mass
that sits outside the cylinder’s radius is included, but the ap-
proach is reasonable because the centers of halos are most
important in producing lensing anomalies. The line colors
and types mirror those in Figure 4 and the cyan histogram
shows the distribution from the Vegetti et al. (2014) sample
given that they include 11 systems with one detection with
a mass fraction of 0.0215 (Vegetti et al. 2010). It is impor-
tant to note that the non-detections depend on the lowest
subhalo mass that can be measured, so as techniques and
observations improve, the space below mass fractions of '
10−3 will be filled in with detections of smaller halos both
in the current sample of lenses that can be measured and
in lower mass hosts or less dense lines of sight with lensing
efficiencies that are too weak provide a currently detectable
signal.
With this fiducial comparison, we see that the distribu-
tion from the Vegetti et al. (2014) is intermediate between
those derived from Illustris and Illustris Dark, though it is
1 Hezaveh et al. report a differential mass function per unit sub-
halo mass. We have derived the gray band by integrating their
mass function to 109 M, assuming their reported power law.
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Figure 4. Subhalo surface number density distributions. Left: Fraction of lines of sight through our Illustris (magenta) and Illustris
Dark (black) halos that contain a given number of subhalos per unit area. The bin on the far left corresponds to sight lines with no
substructure. We count only subhalos with Mhalo > 10
9 M in cylinders of radius R = 10 kpc, which is typical (though somewhat larger)
than an Einstein radius for strong lenses of this type. The solid lines show results when each halo is viewed along 100 random lines of
sight. The dashed lines include one sightline per halo, viewed along each host halo’s densest axis. Right: the same distributions shown
cumulatively. The shaded regions in both panels show the substructure surface density derived from Hezaveh et al. (2016) for the same
subhalo mass cut. The simulated halos typically have lower substructure fractions than observed, with many lines of sight containing no
subhalos at all. This is especially true for the full physics simulations.
Figure 5. Subhalo mass fraction distributions. Left: Fraction of lines of sight through our Illustris (magenta) and Illustris Dark (black)
halos that contain a given mass fraction in substructure within cylinders of radius R = 10 kpc with length L = 2 × R200. Right: the
same distributions shown cumulatively. We have counted the mass in subhalos Mhalo > 10
9 M whose centers sit within the cylinder.
The cyan histogram corresponds to the reported results of Vegetti et al. (2014). The solid lines show results when each halo is viewed
along 100 random lines of sight. The dashed lines include one sightline per halo, viewed along each host halo’s densest axis.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 6. The same as figure 5 except varying the assumed projected radius. Predictably, changing the radius to 5 kpc drastically lowers
the lines of sight with a detected substructure, while increasing to 25 kpc increases it.
consistent with both within the measured uncertainty. Most
of the lenses in the Vegettie sample (∼ 90%) include no de-
tected substructure, as expected from the simulations. In-
terestingly, the fraction of empty sight lines is predicted to
be lower than observed if we restrict ourselves to the densest
axis projections.
There also appears to be mismatch in that the simu-
lations show a tail of very high mass fraction projections.
This appears to be partially an artifact of our adding the
entire subhalo mass in every subhalo mass fraction estimate
in cases where large subhalos sit at the edge of the cylinder.
To test this we compute the mass fraction two alternative
ways. First, we estimate the total subhalo mass by counting
every particle associated with a subhalo that was within the
cylinder. This cuts down on adding a significant amount of
mass that is outside the cylinder, but with the added prob-
lem that often we are counting very low density parts of
halos that are outside of the cylinder, which will probably
not contribute to the lensing signal. This method reduces
the number of non-detections; however, most of these non-
detections end up in a tail down to low mass fractions caused
by only the outskirts of a halo being within the cylinder, and
are most likely not dense enough to cause a detectable lens-
ing perturbation. The second method is similar, but excludes
particles from subhalos that do not have centers within the
cylinder. With this method, the mass fraction of systems
does decrease by about a factor of 2.
The surface density of subhalos (and subhalo mass frac-
tions) that we expect to see along a given line of sight
through a halo is highly sensitive to the projected radius
used. This expectation can be seen in Figure 3, where we
have shown that subhalos tend to be evacuated near a halo’s
center owing to tidal destruction. Though surface counts
can include halos with large 3D radius that just happen to
project within small radii, the effect is still important. Fig-
ure 6 reproduces the analysis shown in in Figure 5 but with
cylinders of both smaller (R = 5 kpc) and larger (25 kpc)
radii. We see that the fraction of sight lines with zero subha-
los increases dramatically for the 5 kpc case and decreases
for the 25 kpc cylinder. Typical Einstein ring radii for mas-
sive galaxy lenses are ∼ 5 kpc (Bolton et al. 2008), so in
using R = 10 kpc in the discussion above we are biasing our
results towards somewhat higher substructure counts than
might be expected in observations. The R = 25 kpc projec-
tions clearly result in much higher mass fractions and fewer
empty sight lines than observed, but this is to be expected
given the mismatch between R and typical Einstein ring
sizes. Interestingly, the R = 5 kpc distribution from Illustris
1 along the densest axis is in better agreement with the Veg-
etti et al. sample than was the R = 10 kpc case, as might be
expected. However, the limited force and mass resolution of
the Illustris simulations subject the 5 kpc projections to po-
tentially under-predicting substructure at small radius due
to over merging. This is why we have used the 10 kpc pro-
jections as our fiducial comparisons above.
In summary, given the limited size of the data com-
parison sample, the predicted substructure fractions seen in
both Illustris and Illustris dark appear to be consistent with
what has been observed by Vegetti et al. (2014). As sample
sizes increase, we would expect observations to more closely
align with the predictions of full hydrodynamic simulations
if LCDM is indeed the correct underlying model.
4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have used the Illustris simulations (Nelson
et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2014) to investigate the dark
substructure content of dark matter halos chosen to be rep-
resentative of those studied in substructure lensing analyses
(Mhalo = 0.5−4×1013 M; see Figure 1) and explored how
substructure content changes from the dark-matter-only run
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of Illustris Dark to the full physics run of Illustris. Our sam-
ple consists of more than 100 such host halos at z = 0.2 and
we use them to make projections for substructure lensing
studies, specifically for the detection of substructures more
massive than 109 M, comparable to reported detections
(Vegetti et al. 2014; Hezaveh et al. 2016).
We find that the addition of full hydrodynamics reduces
the over all subhalo mass function within the virial radius
of typical lens-host halos by about a factor of two (Figure
2), an effect that appears to be driven by enhanced central
destruction caused by the additional central host galaxy po-
tential (Figure 3). Naively one would expect this to trans-
late to a factor of two decrease in the expected substructure
mass fraction to be observed in lensing studies. However,
when viewed in projection to mimic the lensing signal, the
large halo-to-halo scatter leads to a more nuanced prediction
(Figures 4-6). Specifically, most of lines of sight through pro-
jected cylinders of size close to an Einstein radius contain
no substructure at all. For cylinders of radius R = 10 kpc,
the fraction of empty sight lines rises from ∼ 85% to ∼ 95%
as we go from dark matter only simulations to full physics
simulations. This large number of expected non-detections
implies that in order to constrain CDM or probe the lower
limit on galaxy formation by detecting dark subhalos, we
may need hundreds of lensing systems as well as predictions
that include the effects of central galaxies.
We note that this is not the first time that a differ-
ence between dark matter only and baryon physics sim-
ulations has been pointed out at the mass scales relevant
for subhalo lensing. Despali & Vegetti (2016) used the EA-
GLE simulation and the Illustris full hydrodynamics run to
show a similar offset. This effect appears to continue to the
present day with mostly the same offset as shown by Chua
et al. (2016). Additionally, several results on the scale the
Milky Way show a similar offset between simulations with
and without galaxy formation included (Wetzel et al. 2016;
Zhu et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2016c; Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2017). All of these works see subhalo destruction when com-
paring baryonic and dark matter only simulations at the
factor of two level within the virial radius. The main driver
of this effect at the Milky Way scale appears to be an addi-
tional tidal field introduced by adding a physical galaxy to
the system. Indeed, the effect can be reproduced by simply
adding in the potential of a galaxy to a dark matter only
simulation (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017).
As we move towards an era where we expect many more
strong lensing systems suitable for substructure searches,
we will need to take into account potential biases in lens-
ing probability. Specifically, if lens systems are biased to be
viewed along dense lines of sight, we find that this can reduce
the number of non-detections from ∼85-95% in the case of
random lines of sight to ∼60-85% in the case of looking along
the most dense axis of a halo (depending on the projected
radius). It is important to note that while the number of
suitable lenses for substructure explorations is rather small
today, we expect the number to explode in the near future
owing to large-area, deep surveys such as DES, LSST, and
Euclid. Simultaneously, our ability to detect substructure
will substantially improve as more studies are done with
ALMA, and in the near future with JWST. We expect the
ability of substructure lensing to discriminate between dark
matter theories will dramatically increase in the near future
from two complementary approaches.
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APPENDIX A: AMBIGUITY IN SUBHALO
MASSES
Halo finders assign masses to subhalos in different ways,
and therefore produce different subhalo mass functions even
when applied to the same simulations. We illustrate this
problem by analyzing our Illustris Dark halo sample using
three different halo finders. In addition to the default Il-
lustris halo finder SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001), we use
Rockstar (Behroozi et al. 2013) and Amiga Halo Finder
(AHF; Knollmann & Knebe 2009). Each of these these halo
finders work in different ways, and we refer the reader to the
specific papers for in depth explanations of their differences.
We provide a short description of each method below.
Rockstar works by running a 3D FoF algorithm to iden-
tify overdensities, and then a 6D phase space algorithm is
run to identify halos, the linking length is adaptively tuned
so that some fraction (by default 70%) of the particles in that
group are linked together with at leasts one other particle.
Seed halos are placed at the bottom of those groups with
particles assigned to their closest seed. Finally, unbinding is
performed, and then subhalo properties are calculated. In
AHF, dark matter structure and substructure is identified
via a grid, where the grid is refined iteratively based on the
local density. In practice, if there are more particles in a cell
than a number which can be set by hand, the cell is divided
in half and the process is repeated. Once this procedure is
finished, the most dense areas are called the halo centers and
particles are assigned to those halo centers. Finally, unbound
particles are removed iteratively, with particles moving at
some multiple of the escape velocity (by default 1.5vesc) re-
moved. In contrast to these, the default Illustris halo finder
is SUBFIND. SUBFIND is based on a hierarchical Friends of
Friends (FoF) algorithm, where the FoF linking length is re-
duced in discrete steps. Within the FoF group, a smoothing
kernel is used to estimate the density within the group. Any
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locally overdense area of the FoF group is labeled a “sub-
structure candidate”, and once the algorithm has identified
all locally overdense regions, it assigns dark matter particles
to those candidates, and undergoes an unbinding procedure
eliminating unbound particles. If the remaining candidate
has enough particles in it to pass some pre set threshold (32
in Illustris), it is counted as a subhalo.
The subhalo mass functions are shown in the left hand
panel of Figure A1. In general, the fiducial Illustris halo
finder (SUBFIND) has the lowest abundance of halos, and
Rockstar the highest, with AHF somewhat in the middle,
although the halo mass function produced by AHF seems
to have a different slope. This disagreement can be due to
two competing reasons; either the halo finders are finding
different populations of halos, or they are finding the same
populations of halos but assigning them different masses.
We argue that the significant disagreement can be almost
completely attributed to assignment of particles to halos.
This can be illustrated by looking the associated Vmax func-
tion (right panel of Figure A1). While the agreement is not
perfect, it is significantly better than in the halo mass func-
tions and this implies that it is mainly a mass definition
issue, and not that the halo finders are identifying different
populations of halos.
The differences in the mass assignments can be at-
tributed to different ways in which the halo finders assign
bound particles. AHF and SUBFIND use a 3D algorithm
with an iterative unbinding criteria. Rockstar calculates the
fraction of particles that are bound to the halo, and if it
is within some acceptable tolerance (by default 50% bound
fraction), the halo is accepted; if not it is thrown out. To
test this idea, we can modify the binding criteria of AHF
and Rockstar. This is illustrated in Figure A2. Here we set
the AHF binding criteria to reject particles moving faster
than 1.25vesc (where the the default 1.5vesc). We have mod-
ified Rockstar to reject halos that have more than 95% of
their particles unbound (raised from the default 50%). Once
this is done, we see much better agreement between the three
halo finders.
The above exercise illustrates that subhalo mass is a
fairly subjective measure and therefore not an ideal choice
for direct comparisons subhalo lensing studies. When sub-
halos are counted using their Vmax values, the results are in
much better agreement between halo finders. This is because
Vmax probes the inner regions of the halo, and is therefore
less sensitive to bound versus unbound particles. As the field
moves towards more precise comparisons, Vmax, or similarly
the mass within some small radius, will be a robust param-
eter with which to compare simulations and observations.
This is similar to what is advocated by Minor et al. (2016).
For a more thorough analysis of the difficulties involved
in halo finding, particularly in defining halo masses, we refer
the reader to Knebe et al. (2011), who carried out a much
broader comparison of halo finders and echo the sentiment
that a parameter such a Vmax should be used in place of
halo mass.
APPENDIX B: BARYON DOMINATED
SUBSTRUCTURES
It is possible that baryonic clumps rather than dark matter
clumps will be detected in strong lensing searches for sub-
structure. Concern for such a scenario was raised by Gilman
et al. (2017) and Hsueh et al. (2017a), who showed that lu-
minous substructures can cause anomalous lensing signals in
theory, and potentially confirmed by Hsueh et al. (2017b),
who found a flux ratio anomaly from an edge-on disk.
As mentioned in Section 2, there are several baryon-
dominated structures listed as subhalos in the Illustris cat-
alogs among our sample of 122 galaxy hosts. Figure B1
shows the radial distribution of all of the subhalos in our
fiducial sample stacked together. The green and red his-
tograms show gas-dominated and star-dominated systems,
respectively, while the black histogram shows dark-matter
dominated subhalos. There are about 100 baryon-dominated
”subhalos” out of ∼ 10, 000 subhalos in total. Most of them
exist within the central ∼ 20 kpc of the galaxy. We have cho-
sen to remove these systems from our analysis, which focuses
on predictions for dark substructure. If the majority of these
baryonic substructures are “real” predictions – as apposed
to spurious numerical artifacts associated with halo finding
in the vicinity the galaxies themselves – they would need to
be treated as foregrounds in any dark subhalo search.
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